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Agenda for 439th Union Council  

 
Thursday 7th November 2019, 6:30pm  

A42, Sir Clive Granger Building, University Park Campus 
 

 
 Introduction by Union Council Facilitator  

 Motion: UCU Strikes Back – November ‘19 Industrial Action Policy 

 Motion: Climate Emergency 

 Motion: Modern Slavery 

 Motion: Gender Inclusive Language 
 

 

 

*** 

 

Motion 1: 

UCU Strikes Back – November ‘19 Industrial Action Policy 

● Proposed by James Pheasey (President 2019-20) 

● Primary Officer: TBD 

● Secondary Officer: TBD 

 

Union Council notes: 

 

- The University and College Union (UCU) has voted to approve industrial action including 

strike action between 25th November and 4th December and further disruptive action 

short of strike following the strike action. 

- Disruptive action short of strikes may include, but is not limited to: only working 

contracted hours; not covering for absent colleagues; not rescheduling lectures or classes 

cancelled due to strike action; not undertaking any voluntary activities; or a marking and 

assessment boycott. 

- Industrial action has been approved for two separate issues: 

o University Superannuation Scheme (USS) Pension Dispute 

 The USS is one of the UK’s largest defined benefits pension schemes and is 

managed by the Joint Negotiating Committee (JNC). The JNC is comprised of an 

equal number of UCU and Universities UK (UUK) members, with an independent 

chair, to discuss funding and management of the pension scheme. 

 In 2018, UCU voted to approve industrial action in response to the JNC proposal 

to switch the pension scheme from a ‘defined benefits’ scheme to ‘defined 

contribution’ alongside increased contributions. This would have resulted in 

higher contributions from staff with significantly diminished benefits. 

 After 14 days of strikes, the 2018 industrial action was suspended by UCU in 

favour of setting up a Joint Expert Panel (JEP) to review the revaluation of the 

pension scheme. 

 In August 2019, the JEP presented three options to the JNC which voted to 

approve ‘option 3’ by the chair’s casting vote. 
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 The University of Nottingham (UoN) acknowledge option 3 increases 

contributions while highlighting that the benefits remain the same. UCU assert 

that the increased contributions are accompanied by a ‘real-term’ loss of 

£200,000 in benefits to each pension member. 

 UCU opposes option 3 and successfully balloted for industrial action on 31st of 

October at 60 universities including UoN. 

o Pay, equality, casualization, and workloads 

 The 1.8% pay rise offered to UoN staff is below inflation. 

 UCU highlight a lack of action tackling pay inequality (gender & race).  

 UCU criticise unfair treatment of staff. 

 UCU criticise the ‘casualization’ of university work including: fixed-term contracts; 

contracts dependent on other funding; erosion or lack of employment rights and 

protections afforded to permanent staff; and an inability to challenge employers 

on workplace issues due to a risk of termination. 

 UCU criticise increased workloads.  

- The National Union of Students (NUS) has issued a joint statement with UCU publically 

supporting both the pay and pension disputes.  

 NUS notes that staff are a cornerstone of students’ academic experience who 

need to be fairly supported.  

 NUS believes that rising pension contributions alongside decreasing benefits and 

pay, increased casualization and work overload, will lead to a demotivated and 

unwell workforce which will impact staff recruitment and retention, ultimately 

impacting students.  

o NUS asks affiliated students’ unions (which UoNSU is) to participate in local 

demonstrative solidarity action to support UCU members, the student experience, 

and to challenge the marketization of higher education.  

- When staff members, including lecturers, go on strike they are unpaid for this time.  

- Following the 2018 Industrial Action, unpaid staff wages of striking academics remained 

within the schools and were allocated to student experience.  

- UoN students did not receive any partial tuition fee reimbursement for contact time 

missed due to the 2018 Industrial Action. 

- UoN’s Engage Policy states that captured lectures cannot be used in place of a live 

lecture during industrial action.  

- The Union actively supported the striking staff in the 2018 Industrial Action. 

- The Union’s relationship with UCU was strengthened following the SU support of the 

2018 strike action. 

- Students experienced significant disruption to teaching and learning activity in the 2018 

Industrial Action over five weeks and further disruptive action short of strikes. Disruption 

included, but was not limited to: significant amounts of cancelled contact time, lack of 

contact or responsiveness from academics, and delayed marking and feedback.  

 

Union Council believes: 
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- As per the Trade Unions and Students’ Union Policy: 

o ‘UoNSU, by virtue of its very existence, recognises that there is power in a union. 

Collective action delivers powerful results for all.’ 

o ‘In developing working relationships with trade unions we can achieve stronger 

negotiating and campaigning leverage when tackling issues relevant to students 

within the wider University community.’ 

o ‘Partnering with trade unions will support students develop their learning and 

understanding of the workplace and employment rights, and further enhance the 

work towards the aims of our new strategy.’ 

- As per the Postgraduates who Teach Policy: 

o ‘University of Nottingham should be sector leaders in terms of conditions and 

practice for postgraduate teachers.’ 

o ‘Quality employment conditions for postgraduates who teach translates into 

better morale, which in turn leads to a better working environment for 

Postgraduates and a better learning environment for undergraduates.’ 

- As per the Right to Protest Policy: 

o ‘That peaceful and lawful protest is a legitimate course of action that the Union 

must defend.’ 

o ‘That disciplinary action against students undertaking peaceful and lawful protest 

is contradictory to maintaining ‘good standards of communal life’ and 

unnecessary.’ 

o ‘That the Union has a role in supporting and facilitating peaceful and lawful 

protest, both on and off campus where appropriate.’ 

- The 2018 Industrial Action negatively impacted the academic experience and 

achievement of students at UoN.  

- The University is directly responsible for the pay equality and casualization of its staff. 

 

Union Council resolves: 

- The Union sympathises with the plight of the academics involved in the industrial action. 

- The Union advocates for pay equality and opposes the casualization of university work. 

- The Union shall continue to lobby the University on the issues of pay equality and 

casualization. 

- The Union encourages a positive effort in good faith between UCU and UUK to find a 

solution to the pensions dispute which is non-disruptive to students. 

- The Union will work with UoN and UCU to mitigate the impact on students’ academic 

experience.  

- The Union will aim to avoid compromising or breaking the strike action. 

- The Union will lobby the University to ensure that any money saved from striking staff 

pay is ring-fenced for improving student experience and that this is done in a transparent 

and accountable way. 

 

- As per the Right to Protest Policy: 
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o The Union shall support and defend the rights of our members to take part in 

peaceful and lawful protest, whatever its forms and wherever it is necessary. 

o The Union shall fully support all students who may find themselves subject to 

disciplinary action as a result of peaceful and lawful protest and to reject any 

implication that taking part in said action is in any way grounds for disciplinary 

action. 

 

- This policy will expire upon the cessation of the legal effect of the 31/10/2019 UCU 

ballot.  

 

Motion 2: 

Climate Emergency Policy 

● Proposed by Lee Taylor (ESJ Officer 2019-20) 

● Primary Officer: ESJ Officer 

● Secondary Officer:  

 

 

Union Council notes: 

 The impacts of climate breakdown are causing serious damage around the world. 

 The ‘Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C’, published by the Intergovernmental Panel 

on Climate Change in October 2018, describes the enormous harm that a 2°C average rise in 

global temperatures is likely to cause compared with a  1.5°C rise, and confirms that limiting 

global warming to 1.5°C may still be possible with ambitious action. 

 A number of governments, local authorities, and higher education institutions have already 

passed ‘Climate Emergency’ motions. 

 Nottingham City Council have declared a Climate Emergency and have set a city-wide target 

of carbon neutrality by 2028. 

Union Council believes: 

 A state of emergency exists surrounding changes to the climate and to the ecological balance 

of the world around us. 

 The inability to tackle these issues may cause significant issues to the operation of the Union 

in future years. 

 The uncertainty surrounding the climate can be damaging to a student’s wellbeing, and can 

negatively affect their University experience. 

Union Council resolves: 

 University of Nottingham Students’ Union shall declare a state of climate and ecological 

emergency. 

 The Union shall devote resources to mitigating its impact on this. 

 The Union shall work with the University and local authorities to raise awareness of, and better 

tackle, the climate emergency. 

 The Union shall sign the SDG Accord and strive towards the Goals within. 

 The ESJ Officer and the ESJ Network shall run awareness campaigns surrounding the climate 

emergency and the steps students can take to tackle it. 

 The Union shall develop and publish a Sustainability Action Plan to commit long-term goals 

and strategies in tackling the climate emergency. 

 The Union shall take all steps towards becoming carbon-neutral in all measures within its 

control by no later than 2028, and striving to do so as early as is feasible. 
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 The Union shall publish annual sustainability reports detailing its impact as an organisational 

entity, including the impact of affiliated student groups and annual carbon audits which 

capture both the charity and its trading subsidies. 

 The Union shall divest any investments in fossil fuels, armaments, and entities which 

themselves invest in these. 

 The Union shall work to provide students with the necessary options available to live a more 

sustainable lifestyle during their time at University. 

 

 

Motion 3: 

Modern Slavery Policy 

 

Proposed by Amelia Watkins-Smith 

Primary Officer: President 

Secondary Officer: Equal Opportunities & Welfare Officer 

 

 

Union Council notes: 

 

- The Global Estimates of Modern Slavery reported 40.3 million victims of modern slavery in 

2016 (International Labour Organisation and Walk Free Foundation, 2017 p.9)1.   

- Police intelligence suggests that modern slavery is prevalent in every local authority in 

Nottinghamshire. 

- The United Nations (2019 [2016])2 have established the goal to end modern slavery and 

human trafficking by 2030 per Sustainable Development Goal 8.7. 

- The British government implemented the Modern Slavery Act in 2015 and has established the 

first modern slavery government task force (Home Office, 2019) 3. 

- The Rights Lab - a University of Nottingham Beacon of Excellence - is the world-leading 

research platform to ending slavery and works closely with global policy-makers, NGOs, 

governments, businesses, and the United Nations (see University of Nottingham, 2019)4. 

- University of Nottingham students are engaged in the contemporary anti-slavery movement. 

Last year the Nottingham Reading Programme gifted every first-year student a contemporary 

slavery narrative that acted as a catalyst to a year-long programme of events that engaged 

over 2000 students, staff, and members of the public in the issue of modern slavery. 

 

Union Council believes: 

 

- Modern slavery is a gross violation of a person’s human rights and creates harm in our global 

and local communities. 

- There is a social responsibility to engage with the growing anti-slavery movement and to 

ensure our Union is resilient to the issue. 

- The Union has a duty to protect its members, especially those who may be vulnerable, from 

labour exploitation as this may evolve into conditions of modern slavery which can cause 

extreme distress and harm to a students’ wellbeing and education. 

 

                                                           
1 International Labour Organisation and Walk Free Foundation (2017) Global Estimates of Modern Slavery: Forced labour and forced marriage. Geneva: ILO. 

2 United Nations (2019 [2016]) ‘Sustainable Development Goals: Promote inclusive and sustainable economic growth, employment and decent work for all.’ Available at 

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/economic-growth/ [Accessed 15 October 2019]. 

3 Home Office (2019) ‘Modern Slavery Act 2015.’ Available at https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/modern-slavery-bill [Accessed 15 October 2019]. 

4 University of Nottingham (2019) ‘Rights Lab.’ Available at https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/research/beacons-of-excellence/rights-lab/index.aspx [Accessed 15 October 

2019]. 

 

https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/research/beacons-of-excellence/rights-lab/index.aspx
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Union Council resolves: 

 

- University of Nottingham Students’ Union shall be an anti-slavery institution. 

- The Union shall stand in solidarity with victims of modern slavery in the global struggle for 

emancipation. 

- The Union will launch an investigation to examine its supply chains for instances of modern 

slavery and will aim to address, and where appropriate eradicate, these instances. 

- The Union will consider how the issue of modern slavery can be included in ethical guidelines 

for suppliers. 

- The Union will commit to marking anti-slavery day (18th October) with an annual awareness-

raising campaign. 

- The Union will ensure its staff are appropriately trained in signposting and support for 

vulnerable students specifically with regard to issues of modern slavery.  

- The Union shall work with the Rights Lab, where appropriate, to ensure that it is undertaking 

the above resolves in an expertly informed way. 

 

 

Motion 4: 

 

Gender-Inclusive Language Policy 

 

Proposed by Sam Hawkins (LGBT+ Officer 2019/20 – pronoun “he/him”) 

and James Pheasey (President 2019-20). 

 

Primary Officer: LGBT+ Officer 

Secondary: President 

 

 

Union Council notes: 

- The pronouns an individual uses cannot be discerned through appearance. 

- There are many legitimate reasons for a person to use a name other than their legal name. 

- Transphobic hate crimes increased by 37% in the last year (2,333 cases) (Home Office, 2019)5. 

- In England, 53% of young transgender people aged 18-24 have experienced a hate crime 

because of their gender identity (Stonewall, 2017)6.  

- Four out of five anti-LGBT hate crimes go unreported (Stonewall, 2019)7. 

- The LGBT+ Network has found amongst its members that, when given the opportunity and 

encouragement, both people who are and people who not transgender choose to present 

their pronouns. 

- A large majority of surveyed LGBT+ Network members support the introduction of a 

pronoun-related policy. 

- The University has acknowledged the importance of preferred names and pronouns and 

intends to have their systems updated to accommodate for this by 2020/21 intake. 

- Cripps Health Centre have acknowledged the importance of preferred names and pronouns 

and have changed its registration process to accommodate for this. 

                                                           
5 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_da ta/file/748598/hate-crime-1718-hosb2018.pdf 
6 https://www.stonewall.org.uk/about-us/media-statements/stonewall-response-increase-anti-lgbt-hate-crime-figures 
7 https://www.stonewall.org.uk/comeoutforLGBT/lgbt-in-britain/hate-crime 
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- Other Students’ Unions are taking better efforts to support and recognise their gender non-

conforming students  

 

Union Council believes: 

- The Union has a duty to support its members’ rights to self-identification. 

- The Union should foster a culture of acknowledgement, visibility, and respect for its members 

regardless of how they may identify. 

- The Union should be a safe and inclusive environment for all its members. 

- The Union should not be behind the University and civic partners on matters of liberation and 

social justice. 

 

Union Council resolves: 

- Unless an individual has expressed a desire for specific pronouns to be used for them in the 

relevant context:  

o Gender-neutral language should be used by the Union, both internally and externally, 

formally and informally. 

o Gender-neutral language should be used on the Union’s social media, website, news 

stories, and newsletters. 

o Gender-neutral language should be used by student media. When conducting 

interviews, the interviewee’s gender should not be assumed. Where possible, 

pronouns should be checked before interviews. 

- The Union shall endeavour to ensure that all its systems, whether online or paper based, allow 

users to declare a preferred name and pronouns, which shall be used. 

- That an individual's preferred name will be used in any cases where the use of their legal 

name is not absolutely necessary. 

- The Union shall ensure that the opportunity to introduce pronouns with names and roles in 

meeting introductions, and on print and digital media, is clear and is standard practice. 

- Individuals may choose not to disclose any pronouns and should not be expected disclose 

their reasoning. 

 
 


